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Golf world ‘heartbroken’ Belle begins table service, sky doesn’t fall
have counter service — with just a small portion of their
at passing of RJ Harper
total business coming from selling sandwiches, salads,
By MARY SCHLEY

W

By DENNIS TAYLOR
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HEN HE was 29 years old, RJ Harper chased his
future wife, Kelly Yost, from Miami to the Monterey
Peninsula, where she was stewing at a girlfriend’s house
over his reluctance to commit to a wedding date.
Before knocking on
the door to apologize, he
found his way to Pebble
Beach — specifically the
18th green of the mostfamous golf links in
America — and immediately decided that’s
where he and Kelly
should live.
He got hired as a $5an-hour golf marshal at
Pebble in September
1985, appeased Kelly
with a promise that he’d
be head golf professional
there within three years,
RJ Harper
and the couple packed
their belongings and
moved.
Harper, who died Wednesday of pancreatic cancer at
age 61, worked 32 years for the Pebble Beach Company,
(becoming head pro in four years — a year behind schedule), the last 17 as executive vice president of the company’s golf and retail divisions.
“Back in the day, with three channels on our blackand-white TV set, and no remote, I was flipping the channels one day when I started watching Arnold Palmer,”
Harper said at a 2009 banquet where he was accepting an
award from the California Golf Writers Association. “He
was smoking a cigarette, walking up the fairway, a swash-

See HARPER page 16A

HEN THE deadline came, Jay and Chloe Dolata soups and the like — while all other restaurants must operwere ready.
ate in the more traditional format, with table service and
Their restaurant, Carmel Belle, had until Sunday to start waitstaff.
having waiters in the back room instead of counter service,
But when the Dolatas were allowed to expand their
and with input from their manager and a few others, the cou- restaurant a few years ago, in part to make it more accessible
ple developed a system that allows customers to sit at a table
and push a large white button when they’re ready for a servSee BELLE page 19A
er to help them.
And this week, despite the city’s
insistence that they curtail counter
service in the expanded part of their
restaurant, the system seemed to be
working pretty well.
“Jay and I have been to Korea, and
a lot of the restaurant tables there
have a little red call button on the
side,” Chloe explained. “You get
someone to come out to your table.
We thought it worked really well.”
It’s effective and doesn’t get in the
way of the Belle’s casual atmosphere,
the Dolatas told The Pine Cone
Tuesday. The new setup allows them
to maintain Carmel Belle’s free-form
style, where customers can walk in
and sit wherever they like, Jay said.
“We’re trying to keep it the same
casual, easy, and quick place, given
PHOTO/KERRY BELSER
our circumstances,” Chloe added.
A lot of people don’t understand In the back dining room at Carmel Belle, server Carly Zubiria demonstrates the new system for
why part of the restaurant is off-limits customers to place orders by pressing a button — which is what the restaurant came up with to
unless they order from a server, and comply a city requirement not to expand counter service.
others reiterate their feelings that
public officials were unreasonable in
requiring the change at a restaurant that’s had counter service for decades, even though the city’s municipal code
doesn’t allow it.
The mandate came down after the Dolatas found themselves at the center of the debate over whether counter-service restaurants should be allowed in town. According to
By CHRIS COUNTS
existing laws, only coffee shops and ice cream parlors can

Ventana plans cafe
in landmark building

POST RANCH ALLEGES ‘SCHEME’ BY INSURERS
TO AVOID PAYING FOR BRIDGE CLOSURE LOSSES
n Hotel carried $100M policy

and then demolished. Most Big Sur businesses, including
Post Ranch Inn, saw a significant dive in sales since vehicles
couldn’t reach the area from the north for months. Access
By KELLY NIX
was restored when the new bridge opened in October.
In a civil complaint filed Nov. 3, Post Ranch Inn alleges
IG SUR’S swankiest resort has filed a lawsuit against that instead of writing checks that would have allowed the
nearly a dozen insurers, claiming they engaged in a scheme resort to make immediate storm damage repairs and help
to avoid paying compensation for millions of dollars in lost restore business, insurance claims agents “engaged in a patsales due to the eight-month closure of the Pfeiffer Canyon tern of delay tactics.”
“They set out, from the very beginning, to find a basis for
Bridge and storm damage to the hotel’s water system.
When structural cracks were found in the Pfeiffer Canyon not paying Post Ranch’s claim,” contends the lawsuit, which
Bridge in February, it was shut down amid safety concerns, was filed for the resort by Carmel attorney Neil L. Shapiro
and San Francisco law firm Pillsbury Winthrop
Shaw Pittman. “Under the guise of needing ‘more
time to investigate,’ they came up with excuse
after excuse for delaying payments and claim resolution.”
Post Ranch lays much of the blame on two
companies, AmRisc and CJW & Associates.
AmRisc, it said, was an agent for the insurers
which handled claims under the hotel’s policy,
while CJW worked on behalf of the insurers to
manage Post Ranch’s claims.
The two companies, the resort alleges, acted
“in concert” with each other and the other insurers
to “wrongfully deny” the hotel’s claims, according
to the lawsuit.
Furthermore, Post Ranch Inn contends that
AmRisc and CJW — recognizing that the inn’s
losses, and losses to other policyholders in the Big
Sur area, would be extensive — retained law firm
PHOTO/POST RANCH INN
Wood Smith Henning & Berman, LLP to
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The Post Ranch Inn, known for its dramatic architecture and stunning views, suffered
major losses after last winter’s storms and wants its insurance company to cover them.

See LOSSES page 18A
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NEW food serving business is in the works, and it
would be located inside a historic building that sits alongside
the entrance to the Ventana Big Sur resort, Monterey County
building official Carl Holm confirmed.
According to Holm, the owner, John Lapins, “intends to
renovate the historic structure” and establish a business for
“commercial/food use.” Lapins is listed as a partner for
Geolo Capital, the company that owns Ventana.
Ventana declined to comment, neither confirming or
denying their plans to repurpose the building, which has been
used for employee housing.
The building is considered one of Big Sur’s most important historical structures. It’s known locally as the Post

See VENTANA page 20A

ER advice: You weren’t
bitten by a brown recluse
By KELLY NIX

S

HE INSISTS that there’s absolutely no way she can be
pregnant, but she is. The bite on his leg isn’t from a spider —
and it’s certainly not from a brown recluse. And that ghastly
reaction after eating salmon doesn’t mean you’ve suddenly
developed an allergy; it could just be food poisoning.
Those are a few of the myriad — and sometimes odd —
medical scenarios that doctors and nurses in Community
Hospital of the Monterey Peninsula come across in the hospital’s emergency department. In 2016, the emergency room
had 56,146 visits.
People love to self-diagnose, but according to emergency
department medical director Sameer Bakhda, what patients
believe they have is sometimes altogether wrong.
“Everybody comes in and thinks they have a spider bite,”

See ER page 15A
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